
 

 

 
Now more than ever, managers are clamoring for 
new views of information, combining human-
generated text, databases, Big Data and more. And 
Web users now expect highly-personalized digital 
experiences. Organizations that cling to legacy search 
tools will fail to fulfill these new information demands 
– and will also fail to keep up with competitors. 

Leading global businesses and innovation leaders are 
gaining new, game-changing business insights drawn 
from all information assets with Attivio’s Active 
Intelligence Engine® (AIE®), an agile platform for 
advanced enterprise search innovation. 

Attivio AIE provides complete, intelligent, on-demand 
access and exploration of all information, regardless 
of original source or format, eliminating frustrating 
information silos. And AIE enables rapid deployment 
of search-based applications with easily-managed 
security, for unprecedented time-to-value. 

Attivio brings together vital capabilities not available elsewhere in a single, rapidly-deployed 
advanced enterprise search platform: 

No Information Left Behind: Patented Universal Index & Automatic Query-Time JOIN 

Attivio AIE enables ad-hoc exploration and discovery across all data types – structured and unstructured, internal and 
external – for a true 360-degree view of information. AIE’s unified information architecture makes this possible. 

AIE ingests and universally indexes all information – from unstructured human-generated text, to structured data tables 
without “flattening” them. At query time, AIE automatically JOINs all related information from its universal index, 
filtered by all applicable security rules – with no data modeling or pre-joining of information required in advance. This 
powerful, agile capability was conceived, developed and patented by Attivio. 

Breakthrough Active Security Framework: Real-Time, Content-Based Access Controls Made Easy 

Attivio’s Active Security framework eliminates the frustrating slow query response times, system latency and high 
maintenance of “early binding” and “late binding” security approaches common in traditional search tools. In contrast, 
Attivio Active Security is as easy to manage as security for a relational database, providing real-time, content-based 
security, low directory system load, and high extensibility. 

Active Security ingests and normalizes access control and related security information (including users, groups, ACLs, 
realms) and stores them as independent records in a relational structure within AIE’s universal index, separate from 
document content. Developers building user interfaces simply pass the ID of the user to AIE when executing queries. 
Active Security injects all access controls into the queries, no matter how complex. 

Flexible Workflows Makes Application Development Even Faster  

Dynamic workflows and transformers make Attivio AIE’s already fast search-based application development even faster, 
by automatically enriching new or existing content, conditional alerts or triggers (such as directing select content into an 
application or new business process), and much more. Dynamic workflows and transformers can be built and modified  
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while AIE is running, via a web-based user interface, which provides transparency into the ingestion process and 
integrates processing, querying and actions. 

Workflows can include linear processes, conditional logic (branching), loops for handling embedded objects such as 
email attachments and multi-node configurations. Time-consuming steps can be offloaded to dedicated hardware 
asynchronously to allow long, complex processing to run independently without any user impact. 

Powerful Text Analytics and a Highly Engaging, Value-Driven Search Experience 

AIE can ingest various sources of content and data through a series of workflows. Text and metadata from more than 
500 sources and file formats can be extracted. Key information acquisition and enrichment capabilities include:

 Global language support (22 in all), including 
linguistics such as tokenization, stemming, 
lemmatization, de-compounding and much more. 

 Advanced text analytics include dictionary-based, 
rule-based and statistical entity extraction, concept 
clustering, key phrase extraction, entity normal-
ization and much more. Incoming text-based content 
is analyzed for entities that should be indexed and/or 
extracted as additional metadata. 

 Behavioral analytics provides recommendations of 
highly relevant content based on metadata, 
analysis of historical user or entity behavior, 
actions taken by others or, for example, high-profit 
items as directed by connection to an ERP system. 

 Sentiment analysis of content, both at a document 
and entity level that can transform social media, 
email, call notes, etc. into quantifiable indicators of 
positive or negative feelings for trend analysis.

AIE also helps end users access information through simple search or through custom applications tailored for specific 
business needs that can integrate within existing portals or applications. Key information retrieval capabilities include:

 Advanced search user- experience including 
ontology-driven, type-ahead search, geo search, “did 
you mean…” suggestions and much more.  

 Comprehensive search support including keyword 
search, +/syntax, phrase and fielded search, Boolean 
matching, wildcards, proximity, fuzzy search, etc.   

 Relevancy tuning ensures that users are presented 
with highly appropriate designated information. 
These can be set for a user, group, or per query.   

 Dynamic facet recommendations automatically 
and iteratively suggest the most relevant facets 
and the order in which they are displayed.  

Powerful Performance at Scale 

Attivio AIE scales very well at high volumes and is capable of high speed content ingestion (30GB/hour). It can also 
index up to 100 million records on a single server, handle up to a hundred queries per second per server and return 
queries within a sub-second.  AIE supports certified configurations for the most common customer deployments: high 
availability ingestion, high availability querying, and dynamic load- balanced content processing, which allows adding 
new nodes for compute-intensive content processing, such as text extraction and OCR.  

Exceptional Storage and Server Efficiency  

Attivio AIE uses up to two-thirds less storage and two-thirds fewer servers than legacy enterprise search engines 
require, significantly reducing total cost of ownership (TCO) and energy consumption. AIE can also be deployed in a 
fault-tolerant configuration that protects against information and services loss. If a server in a cluster goes down, AIE 
can continue to accept new content and deliver query results by using the remaining servers in the cluster. 
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